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Episode 130: Wherein Crazy Man and the Dog Sidestepper, try not to get bonked. 

 

(New here? Click here to see what it’s all about.)    
    

 

Some say we carry paradise within ourselves. It could be a place we visit or a place we want to visit. It 

could the place we live or the place we want to live. It could be the life we live or the life we want to live. 

It’s that picture in our minds that makes us happy, gives us hope, cheers us up and gets us through another 

day in our humdrum lives. The picture may not match the model, but the picture is there…our para-

dise…humming softly under the surface of our everyday lives. 

   “I really don’t like those people who tell you that your attitude is more important than what’s actually 

happening to you,” said the dog, Sidestepper. 

   Crazy Man, sensing a lecture or metaphysical event sneaking into his otherwise mindless day, prepared 

himself for sleep walking.     

   “I mean, they tell you to smile, think positive, consider your blessings and all that stuff,” said the dog, 

Sidestepper, “all this while you’re looking at a wave of lava flowing down the cliffs of your life but you’re 

supposed to smile and think sweet thoughts while the wave sweeps you away.” 

   Now Crazy Man was sure that his travel mate was on a lecture tangent but, just as he was about to close 

his eyes and sleep off the dog, Sidestepper’s, wild vent he stopped…amazed. And the dog, Sidestepper, 

stopped…amazed.  

   “Welcome to paradise with a price,” said a gang of tropical palm trees.  
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   “No!” said the trees. “Please tell your narrator to get it right. We’re not tropical palm trees…we’re the 

coconut bonk trees. We bonk you with our big heavy coconuts and you go bonkers.” 

   Crazy Man and the dog, Sidestepper, were still stopped…and amazed. They’d heard rumors of coconut 

bonk trees but they’d also heard rumors about alien invasions, lizard people, giant stinging bees from South 

America, sewer dwelling crocodiles and Morlocks. Who was to believe what? And what was to be believed 

by whom?  

   “Believe us,” said the coconut bonk tress, “or we’ll bonk you.” 

   “We’ll bonk you anyway,” said the coconut bonk tree to the extreme right.  

   “Shhhhhhhhhh!” said the other coconut bonk trees. “You’re not supposed to tell them that.” 

   Crazy Man and the dog, Sidestepper, struggled to escape the moment and say something, but they were 

so stopped and amazed that their brains were suddenly on spin cycle with no lack of quarters in sight. 

   “We’ve bonked the best,” said the coconut bonk tree in the center of the pack. “But we won’t bonk you, 

weary travelers of the path. Come and rest under our fronds and let us shade you from the blistering sun.” 

   “That’s right,” said the coconut bonk tree to the extreme right. “Just come over here and relax…right over 

here in bonking position…” 

   “Shhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!” said the other coconut bonk trees. And this time they 

really meant it. 

   Just then, Crazy Man broke out of stoppage and amazement and said, “I’m planning to buy a flame 

thrower in the near future.” 

   The coconut bonk trees thought about this for longer than was necessary before saying: “And what is your 

current level of armament?” 

   Crazy Man was wary. Why did they want to know how well armed he was? What was the nature of their 

interest in his need for a flame thrower? How many coconuts constitute a fair bonking and after how many 

bonkings does it become a crime against tourism? He had questions. He had suspicions. He had no idea 

what those questions and suspicions were but he knew that he couldn’t allow these bonk trees to intimidate 

him. Once a bonker, always a bonker. It was time for misinformation. 

   “I have an LG1 long range cannon in my back pocket,” he said, hoping he wasn’t wearing his walrus suit, 

which didn’t have back pockets. 

   The coconut bonk trees were suddenly so silent even the wind avoided their fronds for fear of making 

breeze noises. After several units of measure, the trees nodded agreement in unison…which sent a storm 

of coconuts plummeting to the ground like a flock of burnt out meteors.  

   “Yes,” traveler of the path,” said the coconut bonk trees, “we noticed that you have an overly large back 

pocket and we suspected that it was just a matter of time before someone showed up with an LG1 long 

range canon and we’ve been preparing for you.” 

   The dog, Sidestepper, was impressed. He’d always had great respect for those who were organized, 

looked into and planned for the future. He was interested in the coconut bonk trees’ plan for LGI carriers.  

   “That’s really cool,” he said. “And what’s your plan?” 

   “We’re going to kill both of you,” said the coconut bonk trees. 

   “That’s a stupid plan,” said the dog, Sidestepper. 

   “Told you we should’ve bonked them,” said the coconut bonk tree to the extreme right.  

   “They weren’t in position, thanks to you,” said a coconut bonk tree somewhere to the rear. “Now we have 

to kill them before they blow us up.” 

   “How about if we don’t blow you up,” said Crazy Man as he withdrew his hand from his back pocket, 

thankful that he was wearing something with pockets.  

   The coconut bonk trees were astounded. They’d always dreamed of meeting someone who didn’t want to 

blow them up, bulldoze them or use them as bird feeders. A sense of joy spread over their fronds and 

dripped down their trunks like happy syrup. They wiggled and shook to the sound of coconut milk sloshing 

inside their shells. Day turned to night and night to day for the duration of their dance of bliss until a tropical 

wind came out of nowhere yelling, “Death to all coconuts!” and the wind howled and blistered the tops of 

the coconut bonk trees, pushing them down to almost snapping. 

   And the wind stopped. Suddenly. 



 

 

   Yes. Suddenly. 

   The coconut bonk trees snapped up, catapulting their coconuts like furious bee hives soaring into the sky. 

As they streaked upwards, they gathered into close formation and plummeting to the earth right where a 

horde of ducks was training for war against the world. Within seconds, the army of angry ducks was trans-

formed into duck soup washing down a river, wondering what happened. 

   Crazy Man and the dog, Sidestepper, were unaware of the ducks as they stared at the coconut no-longer-

bonk trees…now safe for tourists the world over. Until they grew new coconuts of course. 

   So they rested under the shade of the trees and watched butterflies land on their noses. They talked about 

their travels and encounters with all manner of strange creatures and Crazy Man, in a moment of great hope 

asked the trees: “You wouldn’t happen to have a map…” 

   “Nope,” said the tree to the right. “No map to food and no lost mothers. And you’re both bastards.” 

   That settled, the two dozed off and slipped into dreamscapes of a world that was one big colorful map to 

food populated by all the lost mothers of the world. And, of course, this huge perplexing outside thing. 

 

 

To be continued… 
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New from Double Dragon Publishing! 

Blowing Up 
You deserve a good laugh in 2022. Here it is... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Click here to own the laughs. 

 

“His stories are simultaneously shocking and 

funny, literate and profane, a riot of cynical 

creativity brightened by occasional flashes of 

compassionate insight…the book is utterly 

original.” 

 

Lisabet Sarai at Beyond Romance 
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